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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Study
Since the time of its estahlishment in 1946* the Community Organisa¬
tion Council of the National Ih'ban League has heen interested in the
further development of professional skills# techniques* and methods of
oonmunity organization performed by Council membership.
Classifying the types of activities conducted ndthin the Ihrban League
movOTient, the members of the Council felt, would be a method to more
clearly define the job of oommunity organization. To do this, however, a
more formal type of study was needed, and was requested at the National
Urban League Conference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in September, 1950.
The Community Organization Council empowered Nelson C. Jackson to
select a graduate student at the Atlanta University School of Social Work
to make a study of the various Leagues. The writer, while a field work
student at the Pittsburgh Urban League, expressed an interest in the pro¬
gram, and was selected.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to give an actual classification, and to
a limited extent, a description, of the activities performed by the workers
in oommunity organization in the branches of the National Urban League.
Cognizant that oommunity organization techniques are used in the en¬
tire Urban League program and that in many Leagues the Community Organiza¬
tion workers are called Health and Welfare workers, the writer, for the
purpose of this study, used Health and Welfare whenever a generic term was
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needed for Community Organisation.
This study will also show the extent to which the Urban League is an
integral part of the oammunity^ and its relation with other local organisa¬
tions and social agencies in a oommunity organization setting*
Method of Prooedvire
As a means of gathering supplementary infoinnation the writer sent
letters to ten members of the Community Organization Council and requested
suggestions from them in regards to data to be used in the study* Six
persons responded and offered suggestions which were included when possi¬
ble in this study*
On the basis of these suggestions and with assistance from the Presi¬
dent of the Coxuaoil and the National representatiTe to the Council* a
questionnaire was prepared and sent to the fifty-eight League affiliates*
The replies to the questionnaires haye been the primary source of data
used in this study*
The writer has also used documentary readings* agency files* and other
literature in the field as well as the experience gained on field work
placement in one of the Ihrbem Leagues*
Scope and Limitation
The study has attempted to encompass all of the affiliates of the
National Wban League* IThile questionnaires were sent to eaoh of the fif¬
ty-eight affiliates* only thirty-eight Urban League affiliates responded*
There were* howerer* two inherent limitations to this study* First*
the questionnaire, was addressed to include the period 1949-1950* which did
not allow for a complete picture of the progi^ in the various branches*
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especially In terms of longTange platming* The second limitation has
teen the lack of detailed information given by those replying to the
questionnaire•
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE THIRTY-EIGHT PARTICIPANT URBAN LEAGUES
Regional Organization
In 1948 the National Urban League adopted a regional plan Tidiioh di¬
vided the United States into six regions of work* These regions are known
by six oonsecutive numbers; namely.
Region I - Maine, New Hapmshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Peimsylvania
(Eastern) Harrisburg and East Pennsylvania, District of Colum¬
bia, Rhode Island, Delaware, Connecticut, New York, Maryland,
New Jersey, Virginia (Metropolitan District of Coltmibia only)
Region II - Virginia (Exclusive of D. C* area). North Carolina, Tennessee
(Nashville East), Georgia, Florida, Alabana
Region III - Tennessee (West of Nashville), Arkansad, Mississippi, Okla¬
homa, Loulsana, Texas
Region IV - Pennsylvanie (West of Harrisburg),' Ohio, Michigan (Western),
Indiana, West Virginia, Kentucky
Region V - Illinois, Wisconsin, Miimesota, Kansas, Missouri, North
Dekota, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, South Dakota
Region VI - Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona, Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico^
Therefore, in this study the leagues have been discussed in terms of
regions* Table 1 has shown the thirty-eight participant leagues classi¬
fied according to staff category and regional organization*
1
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Total 38 6 4 2 14 9 3
Executive
only 7 1 2 2 1 1
Executive In¬
dustrial See*y* 8 1 2 5
Executive and
Health A Welfare
Sec*y* 8 3 5
Executive, In¬
dustrial A
H* A W. Seo»y** 7 2 1 2 2
^ecu^ive and
Departments 7 5 3 1
EKxeouiive and
Indus* Depts* 1 1
♦ H & W - Health «uid Welfare Secretary*
Classification and Category
Table 1 Indicates the six categories of Ihrban Leagues* In the Execu¬
tive only category, the executive has responsibility in industrial rela¬
tions as well as Health and Welfare activities* Seven leagues represent¬
ing regions I, II* III* lY, and V have responded*
The category of Executive and Industrial Secretary differs in that the
Executive has responsibility for Health and Vfelfare activities and the Ini-
dustrial Secretary works in the area of industrial relations primarily*
Bight leagues representing regions II, IV, and V responded*
A related category has been the Executive and Health and Welfare
SeoretajTT type, in this category the Executive had primary responsibilities
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in the cu-ea of Industrial Relations and the Health and Welfare Secretary
conducted Health and Welfare projects. Eight leagues representing re¬
gions I and 7 respcnded.
Another category included an Executive Secretary. Industrial Secre¬
tary and Health and Welfare Secretary. This category vras self-explana¬
tory, the Executive supervised or acted as co-planner of projects in each
area. Seven leagues representing regions I, II, IV and VI have responded.
Departmentalised Ih'ban Leagues were also listed. In these leagues
there were usually two departments. Industrial Relations and Health and
Welfare. Each department had staff assistants. The Executive served as
supervisot* and/or oo-plaziner of departmental activities. Seven leagues
rein’sseating regions IV, V and VI responded to this study.
The final category included Executive and Industrial Department only.
This differed from Exeoutiire and Industrial type in size of staff, only
two professionals would work in this categoiy. The Cleveland Thrban
League was the only league listed with Executive and Industrial Department.
In addition to the Executive and Industrial Secretaries, two Industrial
Field Secretaries, one Vocational Guidance Counselor and one Public Educa¬
tion Director were employed. This league was in region IV.
An analysis of Table 1 revealed six leagues in Region I; four
leagues in Region II; two leagues in Region III; fourteen leagues, the
largest number in Region IV; nine leagues in Region V and three leagues
in Region VI.
Regions IV and V included the greater ooncentiration of responding
leagues. In Region IV there were five leagues of a possible eight in the
Executive and Health and Welfare Secretary category. However, in Region
V no league of this category has been listed but five of a possible eight
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were listed under the Executive and Industrial Secretary categoiy# In
Region IV also listed were three of possibly seven departmentalised Urban
Leagues*
It may be observed that Regions IV and V have extensively industri¬
alized charaotexdstics and that these have been areas of high migration*
especially of Negroes from the South* and because Negroes constitute a
relatively large percentage of these migrants* the needs for Urban Leagues
of each category were evident.
The National office has set as minimum for a league in a metropolitan
city as: a staff of five including executive secretary, industrial secre¬
tary* health and welfare secretary and two office secretaries*! However,
as revealed by Chart 1 vast discrepancies existed in regard to the per
sent of the Negro population in Regions I through VI and the staff provid¬
ed* For purposes of discussions, the regions have been referred to in
terms of numbers I to VI* and the job category by alphabet* (See legend)*
Region I*—One league of category A was listed* it served in a city in
adiich the Negro population constituted less than ten per cent* Three lea¬
gues were indicated under category C* Each located in a city listing the
per cent of Negroes at less than ten per cent* Two leagues were revealed
I
under category D, one sei^ng a city in idiich the Negro population was
less than ten per cent* The other located in a city with more than ten
per cent but less than twenty per cent Negro population* No leagues were
listed under categories B, E* and F of Region I*
1
A Handbook of Operations for Urban League Personnel* National Urban
League* New York* N, Y** 1948* p* 7 (Mimeographed*)
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CHART 1
URBAN LEAGUE AFnLIATES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO REGION,
CATEGORY OF LEAGUE, AND PER CENT OF NEGRO POPULATION*
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Region II«—»Two leagues were listed under category A, one serving a
city in tihioh the Negro population was more than thirty per cent of the to¬
tal, and the other located in a oity in which of the total population Ne¬
groes constituted more than forty per cent* The only league listed under
category B, served in a oity in sdiioh Negro population constituted more
than thirty per cent of the total population* One league was listed in
this region under category D and it served in a oity in which the Negro
population was also more than thirty per cent of the totsjl* No leagues
were listed in this region under categories C, E, and F*
Region III*—Two leagues were indicated under category A, oxie of tdiioh
is located in a oity having a Negro population of more than ten per cent
but less than twenty per cent of the total, and the other was located in a
oity having a Negro population of more than thirty per cent* No leagues
were listed in region III under categories B, C, D, E, and F*
Region IV*—One league located in a oity in which the Negro population
is less than ten per cent of the total was listed under category A* Two
leagues were listed for this region under oategoxy B, both located in
cities with Negro populations of more than ten per cent but less than twen>
ty per cent of the total* Five affiliates were listed under category C,
three were located in cities in which the Negro population compriBed less
than ten per cent, a fourth affiliate was located in a oity having a Negro
population of more than ten per cent but less than fifteen per cent of the
total, and the fifth affiliate was located in a oity serving a Negro popu¬
lation of less than twenty per cent* Two leagues were listed under cate¬
gory D, each is served in a oity in which Negroes oompirised less than ten
per cent of the total population* Three leagues were listed under cate¬
gory E, each located in a oity with a Negro population of less than ten per
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oaxxt* Category F listed one league also* this league being located in a
oity having a Negro population of less than ten per cent*
Region One league located in a oity T»ith a Negro population of
less than ten per cent uas indicated under category A* Five affiliates
were listed under category B, four of which served cities with Negro popu¬
lation of less than ten per cent* The other affiliate sex*ved a city with
more than ten per cent but less than fifteen per cent Negroes in the total
population* No leagues were listed for this region under categories C* D*
and F* However* three affiliates were listed under category E* two
leagues listed in a oity with less than ten per cent Negro population and
the third one being listed in a oity having a Negro population of more than
ten per cent but less than twenty per cent of the total*
Region VI*—No leagues were listed for this region under categories A*
B* C* and F* Two were listed under category D* and they were located in
cities with Negro populations of less than ten per cent* One league was
listed under category E* it also served a oity with less than ten per cent
Negroes*
Job Description
In attempting to analyxe and to describe the program of community or¬
ganization conducted by the lA'ban league affiliates* it was necessary to
find an adequate job description*
Tabulation of the thirty-eight questionnaires revealed twenty-one
positive replies and nine negative expressions* in respoxise to their atti¬
tudes toward the present job description of a Health and Ifelfare Worker*
Eight questionnaires listed no responses* Sixteen questionnaires listed
job descriptions which vary sli^tly* Commonly used terms weret race
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relations* promotion* stimulation* organization* each term appeared at
least onoe among the sixteen questionnaires*
A few illustrations have been offered to illustrate the various in¬
terpretstions •
Health Welfare Secretary of Urban League of Eastern Union County:
To initiate and execute programs in health and welfare in specific
areas i^ere the need is proved after investigation* To cooperate and
ooimsel with other agencies in the overall planning and conducting of
programs for health and welfare for the entire oonmunity*
Urban League of Portland's Neighborhood Secretary wrote:
I work only with organized community groups interested in race re¬
lations to keep them informed* suggest projects and action* channel
their energies and relate them one to another in larger eoranunity ef¬
forts* work with schools and with parent groups to bring about close
cooperation between home and school; relate individuals and groups to
health and welfare services*
The Health and Welfare Secretary of the Los Angeles Urban League wrote:
Confer with Executive Director and Health and Welfcure Steering
Committee to determine program and budget for the Department* Work
with Coiomunity leader* public and private agencies to develop necessazy
services to Negroes and other minority group persons; develop volun-
teer committees to aid in the ooireotion of health and welfare pro¬
blems; recruit volunteer workers for projects outside of minority
group areas; seoiure and give out information about agency services to
minority group persons; develop and work with neighborhood and commu¬
nity Councils; give cooperation and support to the activities of
other agencies in the health and welfare field; speak before cotmiuni-
ty groups on welfare programs and problems; answer oomnunications di¬
rected to the department; make a monthly report and special reports
of the department's activities to the Executive Director and the
Health and Welfeure Steering Committee*
These descriptions tended to state concretely the content of the com¬
munity organization job to be performed* However* the total positive re¬
sponses in favor of the present job description was high* and hence* this
may be judged to mean that the secretaries performing oonmunity organiza¬
tion were not too handicapped by the present job description*
Specifically* the job description for Commimity Organization Seore-
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taries has been listed in the Handbook as follows:
Job Title - Coamunlty Organisation Secretary
Job Description
Promotes and ooordinates the Community Organization activities of
the league. Stimulates the development of effective social controls
of Communities in mfaieh Negroes or Mixed racial groups live.
Originates methods and techniques for the promotion and operation of
interracial activity in the correction of unsatisfactory social and
economic conditions. Seeks out* develops* and supports stable
leadership in the Conmiunity. Organizes and advises coranunity groups
for social action and effective programming. Promotes and actively
supports various types of oonununity sponsored programs. Serves on
various ooimnittees concerning community activities such as: Health
and housing* crime and delinquency* adult education* neighborhood and
property improvement* etc. Writes articles* reports and program
aids and makes speeches conoeming various phases of ooiontmity organi¬
zation* Assists Executive Secretary in the promotion and initiation
of various types of program and projects.1
Lane cites six fxmotions of community organization vrorkers* they are:
(1) fact findings* laying an adequate foundation for social planning and
action} (2) program development; (3) establishment and improvement of
standards; (4) coordination aiid facilitation of intergroup relationships;
(5) education and public relations; and (6) enlistment of adequate support
and participation publicly.^ These statements have been generally sug¬
gested in the tfrban League job description. However* considerable lati¬
tude in terms of choice of activities and how to put them into practice
has been allowed* This latitude leaves the selection of priorities to the
individual leagues*
1
Og^. * p* 7*
2
Robert P. lane* "The Field of Community Organization*" Proceedings
National Conference of Social Work* 1939 (Now York* 1939)*p. 500.
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Dunham suggested establishment of priorities among progz*am needs in
view of urgency# timeliness# and practicability*^ There has been dis*
cussion among league workers also concerning the adequacy of the desorip^
tion in relation to the categories listed*
The following items were suggested as areas of special need*
1* Need for clarification of a job analysis vdiere there is only
an Executive*
2* Need for clsirlfloation of job analysis where there is a staff
of two an Executive Secretary and an Industrial or Coraoiunity Or¬
ganization Secretary*
3* Need for olarifioation of job analysis vAiere there are three
on the staff# the Executive Secretary# Industrial Secretary# and Com¬
munity Organization Secretary*
4* Need for clarification of job analysis where there is an
ESxeoutlve Secretary# Department Heads aiid workers in each department*^
Temure
An important factor in any area of work is the length of time indi-
vidimtls continue gainfully employed* Where there is constant "job-turuf
over" conditions of work are usually faulty and program planning can
scarcely develop with any degree of permanency*
For these reasons the writer compiled Table 2# showing the tenure of
office for the thirty-eight affiliates*
1
Arthur Dunham# "Caraaunity Organization and the Ih'ban League"|
address delivered at National Ihrban League Conference# February 12# 1948#
Detroit*
2
Nelson C* Jackson# "Community Organization Council Minutes for
Meeting at Annxial Conference#" (Files of Southern Regional Office# National
Drban League# 1950# (Mimeographed*)
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TABLE 2
HEALTH AHD HfELFASE PERSOHm CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
TEKDRE OF OFFICE WITHOUT REGARD FOR CATEGORY
Tears Number of Personnel
Total 38
Less than one year 5
One to three years 7
Three to five years 10
Five to seven years 3
Seven to nine years 1
Ten years and over 6
Unknown 6
Apparently more league workers remained three years but less than
five* Table 2 indicated the highest number in that span was ten persons*
Seven persons had been employed on the same Job less than three years* and
six persons had been employed ten years and over* Five Individuals list¬
ed employment of less than one year* These figtires Indicated a degree of
permanency in league employment*
In leagues with "Executive Only*" the average tenure was found to be
as high as six years* In the Executive and Health and Welfare Secretary
Category the average was four years* Significantly in a related category*
in idiioh there was the Executive and Industrial Secretary* the average
tenure was ten years* The lowest average tenure* three years* has been in
the Executive* Industrial axid Health and Welfare Secretary Category*
1$
Finally* in leagues with Executive and Departments the average was
four years#
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF HEALTH AND HOUSING PROJECTS, 1949-1950
Two of the most important indications of the general conditions of a
people are health and housing. A pertinent statement to this effect has
heen made by Gunnar Myrdal as follows:
...any common sense evaluation will tell us that the causation..•
goes from poor housing to bad moral, mental and physical health....
Siok people may live in slums because their sickness has kept them so
poor that they cannot afford adequate housing....1
Urban League, cognizant of these factors, developed prograjn objectives
whioh included health and housing.
Health Projects
TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF HEALTH PROJECTS CONDUCTED IN 1949-1960






























41 A p P A P A P A P A P
6 S 3 2 i
Health
Education 15 2 3 2 2 4 4 2 3 2 3
ffeal'th Edu. and
Prevention 16 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 2 4 8
Special
Clients 4 2 2 2 2
)lo
Project 2 2 3 1
♦A - Number of Agenciesj P - Number of Projects.
1
Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma,! (New York, 1944), 1290.
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Apparently, the greatest emphasis in Table 3, in each League category
has been in Health Education and Health Education Prevention programs,
which probably indicated the greatest area of need among Negroes in the
communities studied*
Dublin stated that the Negro death rate from tuberculosis is three
times that of whites. Next in importance are the acute respiratory di¬
seases such as pneianonia, the mortality from which is seventy-five per cent
higher.^ Such facts tend to substantiate the tremendous need for health
education and health education and prevention programs.
Special clients included those projects which could not be classified
under the listed types. For example, creating rest room facilities for
Negro Vfomen Shoppers in the downtown area as was done in 'Winston-Salem, or
Coimnittee work on plans fbr a Maternity Home for expectant unnarried
mothers.
Of the forty-one projects listed, twenty-four were initiated by the
Urban League; fourteen were sponsored by other coninunity agencies such as
the Tuberculosis Association, Local Health Board, et cetera; in three in¬
stances, services were requested of the league by citizens of the local
community who were aware of certain community health needs.
In answer to the question why the health projects were selected, the
responses indicated in some instances that the projects were annual affairs
such as the Clean-up Campaign and/or the Negro Health Weeks have been
noted exsunples. Agency awareness of greater incidence of certain diseases
among Negroes was another reason given frequently for selection of health
1
Louis I. Dublin, "The Health of the Negro," Readers Digest^LVII
(September, 1950), 50* '
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projects* Some said that they were also aware that Negroes were not uti¬
lizing available health services* Others stated interest in over-all
caninuifi.ty bettenaent*
Materials from the National Urban League have been provided the
affiliates to give guidance in "the development of coramurity organization
activities in heal-th* Several methods have been listed in the material,
among them the survey method*
The survey method was used in only six instances, and then in only
four of a possible thirty agencies (eight agencies listed no health pro¬
jects) utilized this basic technique* Pauline V* Young stated that the
survey method, which initiated the idea of gathering facts, was the only
basis for sound planning*! Fact finding in some of its various forms has
been considered basic in community orgazdzation*^
Two other suggestions in respect to method in the Handbook^ are con¬
cerned with the development of consciousness among Negroes concerning
health and adequate facilities and the initiation of campaigns urging phy¬
sical examinations, and the use of preventive measures* Referring to
Table 3, it can be readily observed that a large amount of enpbasis has been
given to those methods*
1
Pauline V* Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research (New York,
1947), p. 44.
2
Wayne McMillen, Community Organ! zation for Social Welfare (Chicago,
1945), p* 181«
3
Op* Pit*, pp* 32-33*
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I Housizig
The League*s objective in the field of housing "was: to know the facts
with respect to current housing needs and conditions# housing market, hous¬
ing demands, and local rental and purchase capacities; to initiate and/or
to cooperate in all oommunity efforts to secure additional and improve hous-
ihg facilities; to seek an equitable accessibility to existing and propos¬
ed housing facilities; and to seek the removal and prevention of the fac¬
tors irirdch make for deterioration and the development of slums*^
TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF HOUSING PROJECTS CONDUCTED IN 1949-1950
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Survey 6 ? 2 1 1 2 2
Gathering o^
supplementary
informati on 16 3 3 1 1 1 1 4 5 4 6
Registration
for houses 7 3 4 4 2 2 1
Education u ■ 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 S
ilo listed
project 1 1 1
♦A - Number of Agencies; P - Number of Projects*
Apparently, on the basis of Table 4, two areas of activity have been
used extensively, namely, gathering supplementary infoxnnatlon, and educa¬




project of this type had been listed.
The acute need for continued ■work on the housing problem has been indi¬
cated in an article by Margaret Hickey, in which she stated:
The housing shortage has been acute for all low-income families
since the growth of population out-distanced the rate of new building.
But the worst housed people in the United States are Negroes. A com¬
plicating factor is the discrimination in the housing market which
often forces Negroes to pay more for decent shelter than do others with
the same income. It is not surprising that crowded living conditions
and unhealthful dwelling in blighted areas give rise to racial tension.^
In analyzing the reason why the projects were selected, the most common
replies were: (1) the acute housing shortage, and (2) discrimination.
However, general conanunity improvement and the enforcement or stimulation of
pertinent housing codes or laws were also mentioned in several instances.
Forty-two projects had been listed by thirty-six leagues, two leagues
had no projects in housing during the 1949-1950 period. In one instance,
the worker had been employed only two weeks; in another, the league had no
health, housing or v^elfare projects. However, of the forty-two projects,
twenty-six were initiated by the Urban League; in twelve projects, the
League worked cooperatively with local sponsoring agencies; and in five
instances, services were requested of the League.
Materials from the National Urban League have also been provided the
affiliates to give guidance in the development of community organization
activities in housing.2 Several methods have been listed in the material
and have been used in analyzing these projects. It may be noted in Table 4,
the extent to which the suggested methods have been used.
1
Margaret Hickey, ’’Other Cities Attack the Problem,” Ladies Home
Journal, LXVII (October, 1950), 23. ——————
2
Urban League Handbook, op. cit., p. 30.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF WELFARE PROJECTS, 1949-1950
Family and Child Welfare
Welfare projects, for the purpose of this study, have been categorized
as family and child welfare services. A portion of this chapter has also
included ’’other" projects, which were listed projects that could not be
categorized as health, housing or welfare.
The majority of our urban communities provide, in greater or less de¬
gree through public and private agencies, services and facilities for fami¬
ly and child welfare. For the Urban League to provide these same services
to the Negro community would be unnecessary and a costly duplication. The
important job, and the more economical approach, has been to interpret the
particular needs and problems of the Negro community to the agency dispens¬
ing these services and to the groups planning new and improved services and
facilities; and to promote the extension of existing services and facili¬
ties to serve the entire oanmunity.l
There are no Negro problems as such; however, there are social prob¬
lems from which Negroes suffer as result of various patterns in the culture,
such as segregation, discrimination and the like.^
The role of the Urban League as stated previously has been to interpret
and educate the community and agency concerning these cultural peculiari¬
ties. However, there should be no attempt to create feelings or subjecti¬




Forrester B. Washington, "Cultural Factors in Social Work," (Lect\ire
delivered to class in Social Yfork, Atlanta University School of Social
Work, Atlanta, Georgia, liarch 10, 1951.) .
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The analysis of the thirty-eight leagues* projects in Welfare, Table
5, revealed "cooperative action" as the main emphasis*
TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF WELFARE PROJECTS CONDUCTED IN 1949-1950




















^9 P A P A P A P A P A P
7 S 3 1 1 i 1 1
Cooperative
action .16 2 3 2 2 5 6 2 5
Education 6 2 2 2 2 4
No listed
projects 7 4 3 1 1 1
A - Number of Agencies; P - Number of Projects*
Study of Table 5, revealed an over-all tendency in Executive Only
League categories to omit all activity in child and family welfare. Possi¬
bly in this area the "Executive Only" category needed special emphasis*
With the extensive program necessary of Urban Leagues in all communities re¬
gardless of staff size, easily an "Executive Only" type League might attenpt
too many projects in too many areas and; therefore, fail to do effective
work, or to concentrate too much in some areas neglecting other projects
currently needed*
The question arises again as to the selection of priorities* lifeyo,
in discussion concerning determination of total need and selection of pri¬
orities urged, the necessity of knowledge and skills to make wise choices
of specific projects to be promoted on a priority basis*^
1
Leonard Iftiyo, "Community Organization in 1946," National Conference
of Social Work Proceedings 1946 (New York, 1946), p* 1357
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Six agencies uftillsed the survey technique and developed seven wel¬
fare projects* Eleven leagues working cooperatively with other agencies
jointly developed sixteen welfare projects* and four agencies using educa¬
tional techniques developed eight welfare projects* The techniques in¬
cluded clinics on special projects* demonstrations* and in one instance an
axmual conference in tdiich family problems were being discussed*
Least emphasis was upon the survey or fact finding technique; how¬
ever* in health six leagues listed survey projects; and seventeen leagues
reported no welfare project of any typo*
Seven of the agencies which listed no welfare projects* mentioned
that community agencies were performing adequate work in child and family
welfare* One league mentioned "not being a case work agency*" Several
mentioned referral service to local welfare agencies* and requests by welfare
agencies for league services* which explains the large number in Table 5*
TUider cooperative action* This also explained the fewer instances of wel¬
fare projects by the Urban League*
The writer obsex*ved that in the area of welfare services* there was
the greatest incidence to date of inter-agency cooperation; sixteen pro¬
jects were listed*
Miscellaneous Projects
It has been extremely difficult to categorize miscellaneous projects*
because all activities listed were designated as such* Therefore* the
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Education 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 5
Adult





V. 0. C** 2 2 2 4 3 3 2 4
V. I. C* without
Ind* Dept* 1 1 1 1
Emplojnaent of Ifegro
firemen & policemen 1 1 1 1
No listed
projects 2 4 1 1 1 1
LEGEND: A - Agencies; P - Number of Projects*
♦V. 0* C* - Vocational Opportunity Campaign*
Thirty-eight projects were listed under this classification* Of the
total» eighteen projects were initiated by the Urban League; twelve were
joint projects or projects in which the Urban League worked cooperatively
with other community agencies; and eight were projects selected by request
of citizens groups*
Too many projects have been listed in this category* because some pro¬
jects listed have been temporary or at least carried until the proper agency
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can asstime necessary responsl'bllity» whioh means that they were emergency
projects*
Because the League approach in child and family welfare has been
generally interpretation, or indirect services, no specific objectives or
methods by vMoh to attain these have been set up in the Ihrban League Hand¬
book* However, for methods, some of the basic techniques of community or¬
ganisation have been used as frame of reference for Table 5*
The survey method or fact-finding includes collection and registration
of statistics and studies, etc*
Carrying on Cooperative Action includes consultation and assistance to
other agencies and groups, such as technical consultation, advice or assis¬
tance* Inter-group cooperation, which includes negotiation, making agree¬
ments, etc*
Education includes informing, promoting understanding, interpreting
"public relation", promotion of legislation, receiving and reporting legis¬
lation, drafting bills, eto«, applying compulsion through an administrative
or judicial agency*!
1
Arthur Dunham, "Community Organization and the Urban League," Outliiw
for Address delivered at Conference of Community Organization Council of
National Urban League, Detroit, February, 1948* p* 3*
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF METHODS OF OPERATION OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
PROGRAMS, PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS, DURATION OF PRO'JECTS AND
THE ROLE OF THE URBAN LEAGUE
Four methods of program operation -were suggested in the Council Study
Questionnairej they were as followst project committees with separate
conmittees for each program (for example, health, housing, etc*); neigh-
horhood miits, neighborhood or district councils and/or use of professional
staff, and occasional use of groups* The participants were requested to
cheek their methods of program operation. Table 7 indicated the results*
TABLE 7
URBAN LEAGUE AFFILIATES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO METHOD OF












Executive Only 6 1 2 5
Executive and Com¬
munity Organisation 6 1 4 6
Executive and Indus¬
trial Secretary 4 7
&cecutive, Indu^rial





Each Ibrban League category used several means of program development, with
the greater number using project conmittees and professional staff and
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ocoasioml use of volunteers. This may mean that standing separate com¬
mittees have been used in greater frequency for long range planning and
oooasional volunteers used for short range projects.
Both methods vould encourage great use of lay or "grass roots" people
of the community, which is a primary function of oomnuiity orgarisation.
Clsirenoe King called it, "Participation."!
The departmentalized Ihrban Leagues tended to utilize the neighborhood
unit methos, which might be explained in terms of available staff persons,
as against the limited staff of smaller Urban Leagues. However, it was al¬
so shown that the Executive and Community Organization secretary category
also utilized to a great extent this method.
Notice has also been given to other staff members who conducted
health and welfare projects in 1949-1950. This refers to staff persons
excluding the Executive Secretary Only type of League, with definite re¬
sponsibilities in other areas who had participated in the total program
development.
In the area of health, the Executive Secretary handled many projects,
with one listing for the administrative assistant.
Housing afforded the greatest opportunity for Executives to conduct
special projects. According to the tabulation, ninteen housing projects
were conducted by Executives.
These factors are significant in that they indicate trends in Urban
League administration. Moreover, in the twenty-one Leagues with Health and
Welfare Seoretaries, sixteen executives worked as co-planners of the 1949-
1950 projects. In two instances, the Executive acted as co-planner.
1
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supervisor, and leader or participant in health and welfare pro^jeots. In
three instances the executive served as supervisor and three times the
executive is listed as supervisor only* These factors also indicate the
role of the Executive in many Urban Leagues and causes questions as to the
effectiveness of the linear relationship between the Executive end other
staff members with health and welfare project responsibility*
Project Accomplishments
In spite of tile fact that the Urban League has been promoting aiKl co¬
ordinating agency with only secondary emphasis in direct service to indivi¬
duals, certain concrete projects have accomplishments vdiich are indicated
according to the responses to the Council's Questionnaire*
In the area of health, typical accomplishments listed were; Negro
Doctors admitted as members of local Medical Society; Negro student nur¬
ses admitted to local training schools; more intensive educational work
among Negroes on the part of local Tuberculosis Association; building of
new Health Center; organization of well-babby clinics offering prenatal
and post-natal care; organization of dental health program for school
children; X-ray programs in which large number of persons were X-rayed;
enactment of city ordinances; improved sanitation facilities; beautifica¬
tion of yards and homes and greater community awareness of health seirvices
and facilities* Only two responses listed no accomplishments; however, a
few mentioned that projects were still in progress*
In the area of Housing, typical accomplishments listed were: rental
adjustments for owners and tenants; blocks of houses repaired and painted;
building of homes for Negroes in lower and middle income groups; temporary
housing for evicted family; passage of legislation prohibiting
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discrimimtion and segregation in Urban redevelopment projeotsi creation
of local Housing Authority; elimination of rats on a block project; adop¬
tion of sanitation code by local city council; cooperative housing and in?-
terpretation to community of needs of minority groups in the area housing.
Significantly, several questionnaires indicated projects still in progress
therefore no concrete accomplishments were listed.
Welfare seiTrices although limited have also been rather successful in
terms of project accomplishments, for example: Hegroes appointed to local
policy making boards of social agencies; adoption services made available
to minorities on the same basis as Caucasian race; certain institutions
have been admitting Negroes; city adult education program on the harmful
effects of dope; securing of foster homes for Negro children; successful
parent clinics organized; commitment on employment of a local visiting
teacher; Negro participation in local parent-teacher associations; Negro
boys admitted to local "Y" sxxnmer camp; school lunches provided for ele¬
mentary school children as result of block project in a local community.
Because the Leagues limit their services to prevent duplication in this
area iMiny accomplishments were not listed in which the League offered in¬
direct service only.
The accomplishments for the miscellaneous projects should be inter¬
preted in terms of Table 6 because the type of project implied the ac¬
complishment.
Duration of Projects
In attempting to analyze the duration of selected projects in the
areas of health, housing, welfare and miscellaneous, one factor has been
quite evident. There was no consistency in duration of projects, the
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range "was from one day to indefinitely* However, projects in the area of
housing and welfare were listed in greater frequency in terms of one, two
and three year dTirations. This might he accountable in terms of previous¬
ly mentioned inter-agency activities, where more agencies contribute to
planning and program, more time was involved# Nine projects listed under
housing and eight projects listed under welfare were listed as indefinite*
In the area of health, only one project was listed for more than one
year duration, and seven were listed as indefinite*
The types of selected health projects may also account for the shorter
duration of projects listed. X-ray programs, surveys, health fairs and
other annual projects are typical and have not been involving long periods
of time*
The nature of miscellaneous activities should explain variance in du¬
ration of projects* In this category twelve projects were listed as in¬
definite, this has been reasonable in that most of these projects, as
pointed in Chapter TV, were emergency projects*
Role of Urban League in Community Planning
In the aims and purposes of the Urban Leagues securing a more equal
participation of Negroes in all of the services a community can offer has
been the consistent policy*
Quotations taken from the Council Study Questionnaires in answer to
the question, "TWhat is the role of Conmtunity Organization of yotar Urban
League in terms of total community planning?" suggested various viewpoints*
The Anderson, Indiana League stated this by saying: "An intermediary
role in which we interpret the needs and facilities of the Negro segmexit of
the population to those individuals, agencies or groups charged with total
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oonununity planning*"
The Grand Rapids* Michigan League also stated the role of the League*
by anphasising "cooperation with related agencies in an attempt to inter¬
pret the need for over^fill planning* such as health and welfare* city
planning* soning, etc."
"Active affiliation with Client and Councils* htxman relatioxis organi¬
zation* and regional planning offices work” is the role of lArban League in
total oonununity planning as stated by the Los Angeles League.
These statements gave a composite picture of the over-all role of
Urban League according to the questionnaires and have shown concensus of
opinion of this role by stating two primary factors—interpretation and
cooperation.
Interpretation of the needs of Negroes to the various oomnunity agen-
ei«8* and citizens as well as cooperation with these agencies to increase
understanding and promotion of better race relations and general eoumunity
improvement.
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showed a common base; namely, it is a process concerned with obtaining
resources to satisfy needs. Pray also adds the emphasis of relationship
■ahich is the differentiating factor of community organization in social
work^ from community organization in other fields#^
The importance to the Urban League moirement of the conmunity organiza¬
tion process as a technique should be recognized by all Urban League
affiliates.^
The objectives of the local leagues have been to discover and to in¬
terpret the problems of the people and their environment and to stimulate
intelligence for meeting the problems. This involves developing an aware¬
ness of the problems and their significance, and organizing the community
to meet its problems. This process not only increases community-awareness
of community problems, but also develops indigenous leadership.®
For purpose of this study, the following methods or activities have
been used as criteria for analysis: fact-finding, ccmmittees, inter-agen¬
cy cooperation, intra-agency cooperation, conference, and public relations.
Fact Finding
Fact-finding, called by McMillen the patient assembling of accurate
information, historical, statistical, financial, descriptive, any pertinent
information,^ is an essential activity of community organization.
1
Kenneth Pray, "When is Community Organization Social Work Practice?"
Proceedings of National Conference of Social Work (New York, 1947),
pp. 194-304.
2




Op. oit., p. 181.
CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES UTILIZED
Prior to attempting to disoues the oommunity organization activities
-vrtiioh were a part of the study# the yrriter deemed it wise to define commu¬
nity organization taking into consideration materials of four authors*
Wayne Mcliillen defined oommunity organization as a process of social
work which mobilizes communities to satisfy# ameliorate or control their
social welfare needs
Arthur Dunham defined it also as a process# this time of bringing a-
bout and maintaining adjustment between social welfare resources and social
2
welfare needs within a geographical area or a special field or service*
Robert P* Lane described the oommunity organization process as the
creation and maintenance of a progressively more effective adjustment be¬
tween social welfare resources and social welfare needs*®
King described community organization as a process of building and
maintaining a "community of interest" or a "common interest group" or the
development of association to meet the needs*^
The interrelatedness of these definitions was obvious because it
1
Op* Pit*# p* 24*
2
Op* cit*# p* !•
Op* Pit*# p* 500*
4
Clarence King, Organizing for Community Action (New York# 1948)#
pp* 17-18*
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If this activity is not en^loyed* undirected# overlapping or duplicated
efforts can result*
However# according to lahles 3# 4# and 5# the survey method which is
inclusive of fact-finding was used the least in the development of projects*
Although these projects wore in most instances initiated by Ihrban League
according to the Council Study questionnaire# limited fact-fiiading was
reported*
Comnittees
Tead said of committees# "They can be responsible# effective and not
unduly dilatory*" Indeed they have been indispensible means for doing
certain kinds of things* Fundamentally# they have been agents of integra¬
tion for bringing agreement out of disagreement or coiafusion* They are
the tools of the Democratic# knowledge-pooling and desire harmonizing pro¬
cess which cannot otherwise be forwarded*^
Although thnviok said# committees have been in most instances a need¬
less waste of tlme#2 Tead stated that in spite of the tendency to delay
and to generate too much talk# th^y have been nevertheless the price of
"advance agreement#" and that when committees fail# it is often because
they have not benefit ted by proper leadership from the chairman* ^ How^
ever# the chairman is the person with whom the community organization
worker operates and through Tdiom# enables the committee to function in de¬
sired chazmels* Therefore# if the oonniittee fails# it is not entirely the
1
Ordway Tead# Democratic Administration (Kew York# 1945)# p. 69*
2
L* Ibrwiok# Essentials of Achiinlstration (New York, 1944)# p* 72*
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fault of the chairman—it is also partly the failure of the worker.
For purposes of permanency of community organization activities; be¬
cause of the necessity for guided and well suppoirbed action; committees
are considered basic for effective work.^
Question six on the study questionnaire asked the method of operation
of the community organization program, under four sub-questions, to be
checked according to usage. Each answer received involved committee acti¬
vity either directly or indirectly in different types of groups; for ex¬
ample, the Neighborhood Units, Neighborhood or District Councils and mem¬
bers of professional staff and occasional use of groups. A group type was
called project committee artiioh was the use of specific ooamittees. From
all responses, a total of twenty-five formations of committees was used.
1
Clarence King, op. cit., p. 15.
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TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF EEALTH, HOUSING AND WELFARE PROJECTS ACCORDING TO
CATEGORY OF LEAGUE AND INCIDENCE OF INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION
Category
Hea'Lth Eousing Welfare
I P I P I P
Exec. Only 2 6 1 6
Exeoa and
Industrial Sec'y. 2 7 2 7 3 5
Exec, and
E. & W. Sec'y. 3 8 5 7 3 6
Exec, and E. & W'.
Industrial Sec'y. 3 8 2 11 5 11
Exec, and
Departments 4 11 2 11 5 9
Exec, and
Industrial Depts.
LEGENDS I - Total incidence of inter-agency cooperation,
P - Total number
Inter-Agency and Intra-Agency Cooperation
Inter-agency refers to activities vd-thin or between community agen¬
cies, whereas, intra-agency refers to activities within or between depart¬
ments of a particular agency.
/
Inter-agency cooperation or seirvioes include social service exchange,
volunteer bureau, community information and referral seirvlces.l The pro¬
cess is a part of what Dunheun calls "carrying on Co-op action."^
For purpose of this study, any joint activity with other community
agencies which includes planning and/or promotion of specific programs has
1
Wayne MoMillen, 0£. clt», p, 181.
2
Arthur Dunham, op. oit., p. 3.
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been considered inter-agency cooperation.
Table 8 indicated -widespread application of the cooperation method.
Only in the departmentalized leagues were there disproportionate figures.
Intra-agency cooperation which has previously been explained, has
been confined largely to the depeir-fcmentalized leagues, in which there were
two or three depar-tanents. However, in leagues with Industrial and Health
and Welfare Secretaries, this method has also been e-vldenced.
It has been noted that intra-agency or intra-depar-tmental cooperation
existed in most leagues during the annual Vocational Opportuni-ty Campaign.
Conference
The conference has been designated as one of the methods of associa¬
tion and includes formal conferences, and informal group discussion, which
can be called integration or creative group thinking.^
It is necessary to utilize the conference method when setting up com¬
mittees, initiating special projects, or working on joint projects for these
reasons, the application of this method has been implied, which in this in¬
stance is accep-bable.
Public Relations
Public relations, education, promoting understanding or interpreting,
relates to the effort to mobilize opinion, corral community support, and
develop community awareness.
One writer has said, ”The test of good community organization is what




Clarence King, op. cit., p. 21.
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If a good job has been done toireird educating the community, the work will
continue; if not, once the leader leaves, the project collapses*
It has been difficult to analyte the effectiveness of Urban League
public relations, especially in regard to the health, housing, and welfare
projects conducted in 1949-1950, because only four of the thirty-eight men¬
tion withdrawing professional service from activities. Referring to spe¬
cific accomplishments. Chapter 7 will serve to verify the program values*
The Urban League affiliates used freely several media of interpreta¬
tion, for escample: radio, public speaking, newspapers* MoMillen said
this method is the longest process, particularly where mobilisation of
opinion is demanded to meet recognised needs*!
1
Op* cit*, p* 182*
CHAPTER VII
SHMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS
It has been the "writer’s objective in this study* to analyze and de¬
scribe the oonanunity organization program conducted in the affiliated Ur¬
ban Leagues* At the same time an attempt vras made to bring into focus the
community organization activities utilized by the affiliates. The follow¬
ing conclusions were made:
1* Although the National Urban League has divided the U. S* A* into
six regions of work* according to the findings of this study* the heaviest
concentration of Leagues was found in Regions IV and V* Also more
leagues of the Executive and Health and Welfare Secretary category were in
Region IV than in any other categories, however* in Region V there was the
highest concentration of the Executive Secretary and Industrial Secretary
category*
2* Several cities with Negro population comprising more than thirty
per cent of the total were found to have leagues "with "Executive only" in
contrast* each of the departmentalized leagues have been found in cities
in which the Negro population was less than fifteen per cent of the total*
3* While Urban League persozmel responded with twenty-one affirma¬
tions to the question as to the adequacy of the job description for commu¬
nity organization secretaries as was listed in the Urban League Handbook*
and eight listed no response; sixteen offered their own description*
These latter stated concretely what the individuals considered their job
to be*
4* A degree of permanency was found in league employment. Especial¬
ly in the "Executive onlj^ type* in which the average tenure was six years*
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and in the Executive and Industrial Secretary category, the average tenure
mis ten years*
5* Considerable program enphasis was found in the areas of Health and
Housing activities* In the area of Health the majority of projects were
on Health Education and Health Education prevention projects; in Housing
some projects were found in Housing Education and gathering of supplement¬
ary information*
6* Least program emphasis was found in the area of Welfare activi¬
ties* However, the greatest incidence of inter-agency cooperation, a to¬
tal of sixteen instances, was found in the listed Welfare projects*
7* The following activities of couiaunity organization were found
utilized by the league affiliatest fact-finding, committees, inter-agen^
ey cooperation, intra-agency cooperation, conference, and public relations*
Analysis revealed least use of the sturvey technique in each project area
studied of the Ibrban League program*
However, as implied by the responses to the questionnaires, tremendous
use was made of the committee and conference methods*
The writer, set up a table idiich indicated each incidence of inter¬
agency cooperation, this table revealed extensive utilization of this acti¬
vity and, therefore, showed how Ih’ban Leagues related to ol^er community
planning organizations*
Intra-agency cooperation could not be readily Indicated, few leagues
in the description of projects mentioned or implied intra-agency coopera¬
tion* However, the leagues that mentioned this activity spoke in regards
to the Annual Vocational Opportunity Ccuapalgn*
The final listed activity. Public Relations, cannot be easily detect¬
ed in terms of results of its utilization* However, in the description of
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projects* listings were made of (a) radio addresses, (b) newspaper coverage
(c) publlo speeches*
8* The writer found that tremendous use was made of each of the list¬
ed meUiods of program operation* The methods were* project committees,
nei^borhood council, neighborhood units, and professional staff and occa¬
sional use of volunteers* However, in terms of frequency, more instances
in which the project committee and professional staff and occasional use
of volunteers -werelisted, with least Indication of the use of the Neighbor¬
hood Council method*
9* Accomplishments of selected projects in the areas of health, hous¬
ing, and -nelfare were as varied as the projects themselves* The objecti¬
vity used by the persons answering the questionnaires might be questioned
in terms of accomplishments, especially in view of the Ihrban League empha¬
sis on coordination or stimulation of aoti-vities rather than direct ser¬
vices* Apparently, those that responded verified only the usual accom¬
plishments and only a few mentioned changes in attitudes or stimulation of
interests in a particular area*
10* No consistency in the dvuration of projects was fovind, the range
was from one day to indefinite. However, projects in housing and welfare
tended toward long-term projects* Most of the listed health projects were
found to be short-termed, to last from one day to one year, wherein the
housing and welfare projects were listed in terms of two, three and four
years* It -was revealed that more projects lasting indefinitely were list¬
ed under miscellaneous acti-vlties*
Some discrepancy -was indicated in terms of Thrban League withdra-wal of
professional leadership from established projects and dura-fcion of projects*
On one hand the participants listed very few instances of withdrawal of
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professioiial services* yet on tlie other hand* they mentioned in specific
time periods the duration of the projects*
Finally* the writer observed that responses to the questioxuiaire to be
adequately analyzed* classified* and interpreted would demand two things:
oxie* as intimate knowledge of each affiliate and its community; and two* a








and Comnunity Organization Personnel -
Affiliated Organizations
From: Lester B* Granger > Executive Director
Nelson C* Jackson - Consultant
Community Organization Council
t
The Community Organization Council meeting at Grand Rapids*
Uiohigan in September recommended that a survey be made of
the Health axid Welfare activities in the Ibrban League
affiliates during 1949-1950. The purpose of the survey is
to list activities being carried on in the several types
of League operations which we have*
Miss Iferymal Morgan* field work student assigned to the
Pittsburgh Th*ban League by the Atlanta University School
of Social Work* has such a thesis subject approved and
would like to have your cooperation in collecting data*
This study has valuable implications for the work of the
Urban League for years to come. Will you therefore com¬
plete the enclosed quest!omaite and return to Miss Morgan?
: t :
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HEALTH AKD TiELFARE ACTIVinES DURING 1949-1950
IN THE
SEVERAL URBAN LEAGUE AFFILIATES
(To be aijswered by staff members doing Coiaaunity Orgfuiitation job
Including the Exeeutire where necessary)
: : t :
!• Name Job Title
Agency Address
Job Description of Health & Welfare or C* 0# Seo*y. (only)
II• How long employed on present job?
III* Is jraur job title inclusive of the work you do?
TV* In •»riiat category is yoia: Urban League? (Please cheek)
1* An Executive Secretary only
2, An Executive Sec*y* and Industriaj See*y*
3* An Executive Sec'y* and a,C*0.Soc»y* or ISfeigh'borhood Sec*y*
4* An Executive See'y*> Industrial Relations Seo*y* and Communi¬
ty Organisation Secretary
5* An Executive Secretary, an Industrial Relations Departnent
(with staff assistants^, Commimity Organisation Department
(with staff assistants), other Departments
V* Health and Welfare Projects 1949-1950 (List each project separately
if more than one)
1* Health: Name of Activity - Brief Description
a* Who initiated project? (Urban League-Other? Specify)
b* Tfhy was project selected?
c* Tfhat was accomplished?
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d* Dxiration of project*
e* List coniiiuQity resources used*
2* Housing: Name of Activity - Brief Description
a* Who initiated project? (Xh’ban League-Other? Specify)
b* Why vras project selected?
0* What was accomplished?
d. Dxaration of project*
e* List ooniDUXiity resources used*
3* Family Welfare: Name of Activity - Brief Description
a* Who initiated project? (TBrban League—Other? Specify)
b* Why was project selected?
0* What was accomplished?
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d* Duration of project*
e* List conasuiiLty resources used*
4* Child Welfare; Same of Activity - Brief Description
a* imho initiated project? (TBrban League—Other? Specify)
b* Wiy was project selected?
c* Vllhat was accomplished?
d* Duration of project*
e* List community resources used*
5* Other Projects: Name of Activity - Brief Description
a* TWio initiated project? (Urban League—Other? Specify)
b* "Why was project selected?
o* What was accomplished?
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3* Is program developed 1)7 professiozml stsiff and oooasionr
^ al use of groups? Yes Ko
Conanentt
4* Is program developed through neighborhood or district
councils? Yes Ho
Comment:
YII* During 1949->1950 has your League withdrawn professional leadership
from any activity sponsored by the Urban League?
Conment:
YTII* Hhat is the role of community organisation of your I&*ban League in
terms of total community planning?
Coinaent:
IX. Specify other staff members who carried on projects i.e. Executive






X. In case of League with Community Organisation Secretaries^ what has
been the role of the Executive Secretary in development of project?
1. As oo^plammer?
2. As supervisor only?
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